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Faced with the obvious demand from our members for better

management controls and information, AccountingWEB has teamed

up with PA Consulting to deliver a series of guides covering all the

components of CPM.

As you set out to find ways of improving the way your business

performs, it is essential to keep your goals and interim objectives

clearly in view. Based on lessons drawn from its extensive consultancy

experience, PA has gone back to the elemental business processes of

budgeting, forecasting and planning for this first edition. If you

appreciate the objectives and limitations of each step in the CPM

chain, you will then be able to identify and apply improvements

within your own organisation.

We anticipate that this guide will make a constructive contribution to

your operation and look forward to supporting your performance

management efforts with future editions.

John Stokdyk

Editor,AccountingWEB.co.uk

Introduction
Every manager, whatever the size of their organisation, is driven by

the need to gain accurate and up-to-date information about how

they are performing.The intensity of this need is reflected in the rapid

growth in sales of software tools that promise to deliver

comprehensive insights into key performance indicators.

There are numerous definitions for the underlying processes, including

Corporate Performance Management (CPM), Business Performance

Management (BPM) and Business Intelligence (BI). Frequently, these

variations are coined by software developers to tie in with systems

they have developed such as SAP’s SEM (Strategic Enterprise

Management) or PeopleSoft’s EPM (Enterprise Performance

Management.

This lack of consistency has created a degree of confusion in the

wider marketplace, and the perception among many potential users

that CPM and its derivatives were the latest dubious fad to be

prompted by hungry IT salespeople.

The components of CPM
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However, no off-the-shelf software product currently covers the

full CPM life cycle. As Forrester states, “No vendor has an offering

that addresses the complete financial performance life cycle, but

some are close. From a data integration standpoint….SAP, PeopleSoft

and Oracle have the most potential to deliver on the concept of an

integrated financial performance life cycle.” (Giga Research, 'The

Financial Performance Life Cycle: Automate End-to-End for

Improved Results', 19 Dec 2003).

Therefore, organisations cannot rely on software vendors to do

their work for them. Instead, they need to develop a clear vision

of how CPM should work for them and what processes they

should adopt or re-engineer to implement the concept. Once this

is clear, they will have to decide which are the most appropriate

software products to support their CPM vision.

Conclusion for the budgeting, forecasting
and planning series
Investors and shareholders are becoming more and more

cautious and demanding due to the increased business failures

and considerable differences between forecasted profit and actual

profit. It is vital for any organisation to manage their shareholder's

expectations carefully to ensure a steady share price. One of the

tools to do this is accurate forecasting and planning. Shareholders

will have greater trust in a company that consistently meets its

own forecasts whereas companies that raise expectations too

high will come under suspicion.

Even if a company is not listed on the Stock Exchange, budgeting,

forecasting and planning processes are critical to control business

expenditure. Although these processes are part of the basic

finance framework that every organisation however small will use,

most organisations find them onerous and painful. Often these

processes are overcomplicated and not fully supported by IT

systems. Clunky and manual processes have no place in today's

rapidly changing business and legislative environment. Finance

must therefore ensure that their basic processes are slick and

streamlined so that focus can be put on dealing with new legal

and regulatory requirements, mergers and acquisitions and

providing useful and accurate management reports to the

business areas.

CPM overview
by PA Consulting Group

Businesses face pressure to deliver better performance and

performance management while demonstrating the integrity and

probity of their financial process.These pressures can potentially

lead to a conflict between an organisation's desire to radically

improve performance management while maintaining the quality

of its assurance systems. Businesses must do this in a new

economic landscape where the key drivers of value are changing.

Because of these requirements concepts like corporate

performance management (CPM), business intelligence (BI), and

similar concepts have been much discussed and publicised in

recent years.

For the purpose of this series of articles we will use the following

definition: CPM is a recurring cycle of activities (some annual,

some monthly, some daily) that includes strategy setting, planning,

budgeting, forecasting, performance measurement including use of

balanced scorecards, performance analysis, control and regulatory

compliance, benchmarking, consolidation and reporting. CPM sits

on top of the basic accounting and finance processes (for

example accounts payable and accounts receivable), which supply

CPM with the basic data (historical and actual).

Numerous definitions of CPM or its variations exist, often coined

by the individual software product that supports one of these

variations, for example SAP's SEM (Strategic Enterprise

Management) or PeopleSoft's EPM (Enterprise Performance

Management).

The major ERP and finance software vendors such as SAP,

Oracle, PeopleSoft and Hyperion have heavily invested in CPM

and Business Intelligence products; these compete in the

marketplace with established niche vendors such as Cognos,

Business Objects, Crystal Decisions, Proclarity and Qlikview.

These products aim to maximise the value that businesses can

gain from their investments in ERP and legacy information

solutions that are rich in data collection but limited in their

analytical functionality.

Whereas business intelligence tools provide the ability to

consolidate and analyse data using user-defined criteria, CPM

systems improve upon them by linking up the whole performance

management process from strategy development through to

operational management. At the same time they increase the

scope of decision-making support to all of the corporations'

stakeholders.



performance and sets a limit of expenditure that is fixed but is

also an anticipation of results expected for that expenditure.

Budgeting as defined above is a tight and immediate control

system. It is very operational in nature and can only be used along

a time horizon that is fairly accurately predictable and for which

fairly detailed information can be gathered. If we accept the

assumption that the future becomes more uncertain the further

forward you wish to predict, then we understand that budgeting is

a fairly short-term activity. Most organisations prepare annual (to

cover their financial year) or rolling 12-month budgets, limiting

their use to a period where funding and activity can be estimated

with a greater perceived accuracy.

Forecasting
We have determined that budgets set expectations, targets and

limits.The future, however, remains uncertain and there is no

guarantee that your final outcome will meet the budgeted target.

Budgets can fail for both operational and planning reasons. In the

hospital, for example, if the price of equipment used in the

operation increased above expectations then the budget would

be used up before the 500-operation target was met.This

variation can be thought of as a planning variance, a failure to

accurately predict the cost of the activity.

Operational variances arise when a department does not meet its

expected operational standard. For instance, if the surgical team

took twice as long as expected to perform operations then the

unit cost of the operations would rise and the budget would be

exceeded or the performance target not met.

You cannot guarantee that the budget you set at the beginning of

a year will actually be reflected at the year-end.To predict the

actual position, the finance department prepares forecasts.

Forecasting is the use of existing data to calculate your

expectation of the outturn position. In our example the surgical

team may have spent £600,000 after 6 months to perform 250

operations, the forecast position would be the team spends £1.2

million by year-end and it would exceed budget by £200,000.

Forecasting is a powerful tool when used against a baseline such

as a budget because it can be used to analyse and correct.The

forecast above identifies a possible failure to meet targets, the

operational team can look at ways of bringing themselves back to

budget or the hospital may rethink its priorities to revise its

budgets.

For example, the surgical team reviews it procedures and can

reduce the time taken to perform operations and costs by 25%,

What is the difference between budgeting,
forecasting and planning?
The work of the management accounting team splits into two

types of activities: understanding the past and predicting the

future.While financial accountants record the past as a formality

to meet statutory guidelines, a management accountant’s

objective is to use the information generated to help his or her

organisation perform better.

While the past is settled, the future is uncertain. No single

prediction is guaranteed and therefore no single prediction can

meet the total needs of financial management, which are to put it

simply:

• To control or limit expenditure

• To forecast likely outcomes quickly enough to adjust operational

behaviour and meet the organisation’s targets

• To plan for the future over the medium to long term

To support these aims in an uncertain world the management

accountant must prepare different types of predictions, in the

form of budgets, forecasts and plans.

Budgeting
In its simplest format a budget is given to a manager as a cash

allowance, who is tasked with performing his or her duties and

can spend to the limit of their budget to achieve their tasks.

For example, within an NHS hospital a surgical team may be

given £1million for the year and must perform 500 operations for

that money.

In setting the budget, the hospital must look at its available

resources to determine how much money it believes it has for

the year and what fraction it can give to its surgical team. At this

level, the budgeting decision is not merely financial but it is also a

value judgement, as resources are finite someone must determine

how much money they are prepared to allow on an activity.This

leads us to the next key element of a budget, the method of

sharing out finite resources.The surgical team may be able to

perform 1,000 operations, it may actually be able to perform

10,000 operations but the hospital has determined that within its

priorities it can afford to fund 500 operations and it believes that

these will cost it £1million.

The next element of budgeting is that of control. Budgets do not

generally just set out what can be spent; they are often linked to

a performance expectation. In the example the hospital believes

that the operation can be performed for £2,000 and sets its

budget on that expectation.The budget also indicates expected
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forecasts show that the original budget can be achieved.

Forecasting therefore determines the effect of postulated actions,

showing its greatest strength in quantifying scenario analysis.

Forecasting is therefore a more freeform activity than budgeting

or planning; it allows the finance department to analyse trends

and attempt to model external factors on their organisation. In

the private sector organisations may model the impact of

competitor behaviour on their plans, or in the short term run

scenarios that try to show the impact of changes in pricing policy

on their projects. For example, retail companies may run forecasts

to determine whether to follow a competitor’s price cut or

whether it should hold its price firm and accept a loss of

turnover.

Planning
Planning differs between budgeting and forecasting in intent.

While the budget is used to control, the forecast is used to

predict, the plan sets out desired outcomes and expectations

usually over a longer-term period. In essence plans are used to

affect change.

In the simple example used above the budget and forecast for

spend and performance in the hospital's surgical team is

restricted by current practices and expectations. In a plan you can

set out what you intend to achieve.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

No of Operations 500 550 600 600 600

Total Cost £1million £1million £1million £900k £800k

The surgical team sits down and considers what it can achieve

over the next few years, it expects that as the junior doctors

become more experienced, then the number of operations that

can be safely carried out can increase but no more than 600 can

be performed safely without increasing the number of staff. A

change of supplier at the end of the current contract (end of

year 3) could bring cost savings in the following years.

A plan is set up to increase the operational efficiency and reduce

overall costs over the next 5 years.

Just as the budget is tested by the forecast, plans do not sit in

isolation, they inform the budgets. If the first year's targets are

met then the budget is stretched to the year 2 target and so on.

Through the entire process, actual forecasts are used to track

success and where necessary revise budgets and plans to ensure

that the organisation activities reflect reality.

 



It’s time for change.Why on earth do companies go round and
round in circles conducting processes that they’ve always done
when best in class companies leave these antiquated processes
well behind?

Only recently a major oil company presented its new way forward.
It has finally scrapped its long drawn-out budgeting process in a
major division and replaced it with an 18 month rolling forecast.
This might appear extremely radical to most, but 71% of best
practice companies use rolling forecasts that look beyond the
financial year compared to 27% of others.

Budgeting, after all, is a very tortuous and laborious process.
Typically it takes three to six months for most companies to
finalise the budget after all the consolidation of various divisional
spreadsheets. But even when it’s in place one can argue it’s a
nonsensical way to run a business. Remember that budgets were a
Civil Service invention designed to control costs (and they are
now looking to industry for best practice!)

Take a typical year starting in January. Finance will normally re-
forecast in March for the next nine months, and then repeat this in
July for the next six months and finally in September for the
remainder of the year.Why? The business does not come to a
stop after December. Business simply does not revolve around a
calendar budget, but too many companies plan around this.

Also look at average sales forecasts. Everyone believes they will
meet their annual targets and commit to keeping on this course.
But when things don’t materialise as planned it is only at the
eleventh hour that business managers finally admit to this.They
then need to act fast to redraft the figures when it becomes
patently obvious that they will fail to meet their figures. It’s human
nature, but again that's no way to run a business.

After all, a business is more like an oil tanker than a nimble darting
yacht on the high seas. It is perfectly possible to chart a course to
a point on the horizon but it is not possible to implement strategic
changes of direction in three months. Few companies can be so
nimble. Even a ready-made off-the-shelf marketing campaign takes
weeks to execute.

It’s time to take a reality check.

Best practice companies restrict their budget to around 40 key
items. Many ordinary businesses budget for over 2000 items.

The ideal way forward is to scrap the lengthy budget planning
process and instead go for an 18-month rolling forecast.This requires
less effort and allows the company to work proactively.

The first rolling forecast takes a base of the most recent actuals, and
uses this to predict the next 12-18 months ahead.When the second
forecast is prepared the first three months are dropped (now actual)
and the forecast is extended for a further three months. Essentially
this creates a constant rolling plan for 12/18 months ahead.The only
new sets of numbers that are required are the next three on the
end of the existing plan, and this is repeated every three months. Of
course revisions may be made to the intervening months of figures.
But the focus is always on ‘what is expected to happen in the mdium
term’. No more fudging the figures to try and make unrealistic short
term goals.

But rolling forecasts by themselves are not the perfect solution.
Finance software packages available from Geac and other suppliers
today contain powerful statistical models (so you don’t need to
worry about getting the old maths books out!).This includes
forecasting techniques such as Exponential Smoothing, Double
Exponential Smoothing, Holt-Winters etc. (these techniques require
that you have two years data for reliable one year projection).These
forecasting tools provide statistics that measure the accuracy of the
projection. In consequence it is easy to prepare a statistically accurate
forecast which can also be used as a yard stick to constantly
challenge the numbers.

So by looking intelligently at a 12/18 month rolling forecast and
repeatedly testing data over this time period it allows companies to
think proactively about the business, thereby scrapping the myopic
view which besets too many finance teams. This also has the major
benefit of saving the time and cost of the annual budget round.

Sources:
1 – Best Practices in Planning and Budgeting David Axson.
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It’s time to scrap the budget 
By Chris Field of Geac

 



not only be due to operational failures but can also be due to

environmental changes.When analysing variances between plans

and actual behaviour, the organisation needs to promote honest

analysis rather than a blind devotion to “meeting targets”.

How should the budgeting, forecasting and
planning processes be linked within the
organisation?
As we all know budgeting, forecasting and planning are each

trying to fulfil slightly different objectives within the management

framework of an organisation:

Planning involves understanding and predicting the long term (3

to 5 years) trends affecting the organisation and putting in place

the necessary financial means for the organisation to deliver its

business strategy and flourish.

Budgeting is a shorter term tool (1 year) relatively similar to

planning and a control tool that can be distributed to the

different stakeholders for their management of resources.

Forecasting is trying to compensate for the difficulty of predicting

the future.The farther away you predict, the more likely you are

to get it wrong, as unforeseen circumstances will impact your

predictions. Forecasting is looking at a shorter-term prediction

(one to several months) that takes in account the latest

development and change in the environment.

However imperfect, these three tools are necessary and

complementary.Trying to predict the future will always be fraught

will frustrations.This is compounded by the sometimes poor

management of the overall process resulting in a strong

disconnect between these processes within the organisation due

to different objectives, processes, ownership and even

approaches.

The way these tools should function is not evident in most

organisations and as a result can very often be perceived by

managers as another “corporate overhead” tool without much

relevance toward their day-to-day management issues. In their

quest to become perceived less as “beancounters” and more as

business players, the question still facing many CFOs today is:

How can these mechanisms be perceived as creating real added

value within the organisation and become tools of choice for the

managers? 

The solution for most organisations today will be to promote

these three tools effectively in an integrated, controlled and

reliable way within their overall management framework.

Using budgeting, forecasting and
planning together
We have looked at how budgets, forecasts and plans differ but

also how they can work together to guide an organisation’s

behaviour.

Figure 1: using budgeting, forecasting and planning together

The hardest part of a management accountants' job is to

understand and predict the future but it is the most important

because through their predictions, they can help their organisation

make the correct decisions.

The budget forms the day-to-day operational control reference.

Regardless of an organisation’s long-term strategy, it must

continue to operate within its means to meet its current

objectives if it is to have a long-term future.The budget therefore

sets the baseline aim and it is important that it only changes

within its time period through a formal budget review process.

The budget should never be adjusted because actual

performance is not meeting expectations, instead the organisation

should prepare forecasts to track expected performance against

budget.

The forecast is a particularly important tool as it acts as a reality

check against planning and budgeting assumptions (see Figure 1).

Analysing differences between the budget and the forecast should

identify the reason for planning failures and continuous

improvement of the budgeting cycle.The forecast can also identify

reasons why longer-term plans may fail and can be used to trigger

change activity to ensure plans are successful or force a rethink of

organisational strategy to prevent excessive resources being

expended to meet unachievable targets.

The organisation's cultural approach becomes very important

when using predictions. It is critical that the organisation

understands analysis of the future cannot be guaranteed;

therefore the failure of the organisation to meet its targets may
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each product and product line, giving the future revenue. Most of the

details of the cost build-up related to these revenues are then

constructed, also following a bottom-up approach that will give a

good grasp on reality.

It is tempting, however, for senior management to create a purely

top-down approach to revenue calculation by replacing the detailed

budget with one purely based on high-level objectives.The issue here

is that managers will disown these numbers as something they did

not buy into rendering the entire tool ineffective. Individual manager’s

objectives must be agreed, in relation to the business strategy, and

then built up to create an overall plan/budget/forecast.

Reliability of budgeting, forecasting and planning 
One of the main issues concerning the usage of these financial tools

is reliability and this is particularly relevant to the budget. As the

budget is generally created between the third and the fourth quarter

of the previous year, by the time mid-year is reached the budget has

often become relatively irrelevant.The difference is sometimes so

large that the budget cannot be used as a tool for controlling the

financial wellbeing of the organisation.The most common solution

applied has been to calculate variance analysis on a monthly basis to

try to attribute the difference to its root causes (such as volumes or

prices).This is useful in identifying issues and trends. However,

managers are often disillusioned about the benefits of the budget and

treat it as irrelevant.

There is no easy solution since it is impossible to predict the future

accurately. One of the most effective solutions is to replace the

budget itself with a rolling 12-month forecast.The advantages are

evident:

• The suppression of the time lag between a budget build up and its

usage increases its reliability

• The monthly revision of the 12-month forecast, as it rolls, allows a

better reactivity to events reducing the gap that usually builds up over

time

The rolling budget requires much more time and effort since all the

parameters need to be reviewed on a monthly basis.This process,

however, should bring much more added value to managers as they

will have a more reliable vision of the different parameters and financial

objectives that will allow them to deliver the business strategy.

As usual with all business problems, there is no magic remedy to

solve these current issues.The way forward in the implementation of

a better management framework lies the creation of a more

controlled environment through the delivery of a structured process

and an organisation driven toward delivering real business benefit and

added value to the organisation.

Integrating budgeting, forecasting and planning
A global petro-chemical organisation I recently worked with had three

different departments each using a different software tool and

different process to create and manage the plan, budget and forecast.

This is an extreme example resulting in incompatible results and

definitions rendering the entire exercise purely theoretical with little

influence on the business.

In a financial services organisation the same processes for budgeting,

planning and forecasting were used across all departments but

budgeting, forecasting and planning each had its own system which

meant that the overall budgeting, forecasting and planning processes

were applied differently in each department. A manual reconciliation

had to be performed between these three systems, which were very

cumbersome and prone to errors. During the year performance against

budget/forecast and plan was very difficult to monitor as the actuals

were again recorded in a different system with no links to the planning

tools.

Keeping this “influence on the business” objective in mind, the three

tools (budgeting, forecasting and planning) need to be integrated

seamlessly, i.e. they need to form part of one single end-to-end

process supported by one system in order to deliver the maximum

understanding and control of the potential future to management.To

do so, the organisation needs to integrate:

The process. One process only should be necessary to deliver the

three phases (plan, budget and forecast). It is only by using the same

process that we will have compatible and comparable results.The only

difference might be in the level of details used for each tool.

The software tools. If the process is the same, it seems evident that the

software used must be as well. In addition, the existence within the

main ERPs of integrated modules allow the further integration of tools

such as Activity Based Costing (ABC) for detailed build-up of the

plan/budget/forecast and subsequent meaningful analysis.

The process ownership. It must rely on one main owner to ensure full

consistency of approach and usage.Typically this owner will be the

CFO or one of his deputies, but the move towards more strategic

usage of these tools has driven some organisations to recently

experiment the planning process owner reporting into the COO.

Although we do not yet have the experience to demonstrate their

worth, it will certainly transform the perception of this function from a

corporate one to one which is much closer to the business.

Controlling budgeting, forecasting and planning 
Most organisations use their strategy and business objectives to help

them decide what the budget should be.The results come from

following a bottom-up approach that calculates the potential sales for
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It’s 7:00pm, you’ve only just received your spreadsheets, the
information you have been given is inaccurate and yet again, the
formulas you painstakingly inputted have been lost. And now,
everyone else has gone home!  Sound familiar?

Inca has helped over 200 finance managers and financial
controllers go home on time, by working with them to implement
accurate and timely budgeting, planning and forecasting processes.
By combining years of experience gained through implementing
complete financial solutions that align core financial processes with
company strategy and performance, with the market leading
Cognos Planning and Business Intelligence products, Inca has
become the leading Cognos Partner in Europe.

Inca’s customers include Leaseplan UK, who found a fast, accurate
way to consolidate the complex overhead forecasts from up to 40
cost centres, Richmond Foods, who reduced the time taken to
perform their budget cycle by 43%, and now produce one set of
consistent, trusted numbers, ICM Computer Group, who have
achieved fast, collaborative budgeting and forecasting across their
eight operating companies and Baldor UK Ltd, who have achieved
rolling forecast success and have reported dramatic savings of over
£2million!

Organisations around the world are beginning to embrace the
concept of Corporate Performance Management – Inca focuses
on the heart of this concept to tackle planning issues such as over-
complicated spreadsheets, out-of-date budgets, inaccurate
forecasts and lack of version control which ultimately all contribute
to increased costs and decreased profits. Inca also works with
organisations to ensure that the reporting process enables
companies to quickly and accurately identify which areas of the
organisation are in need of attention or improvement, by
highlighting key trends and correlations, ultimately strengthening
performance

The Cognos suite of products includes the market leading Cognos
Planning (previously known as Adaytum) and is made up of two
components:

Cognos Planning - Analyst
Cognos Analyst provides the power to create, compare, and
evaluate business scenarios, conditions and assumptions.With
Analyst, you have the flexibility to build consistent, interconnected
business models for organisations of any size.You can access
current data to assess performance and proceed from "what-is" to
"what-if" scenarios that are critical for future success. Cognos
Analyst also helps you build budgets and forecasts more efficiently
and eliminates non-productive activities like tracking down

numbers, fixing broken links and debugging macros, enabling
organisations to spend less time on process and more time usefully
analysing the data. Sophisticated features such as break-back, multi-
dimensional slicing-and-dicing and drill-down allows users to explore
data fully and efficiently enabling real-time information to flow for
flexible rolling forecasts and greater visibility into future operating
performance.

Analyst is designed for finance professionals, so you won’t need IT to
alter your model. Its powerful modelling capabilities give you
unprecedented flexibility to devise, compare and assess alternative
business scenarios, conditions, cases and assumptions.

Cognos Planning – Contributor
The Contributor component of Cognos Planning extends the
planning solution to every area of the enterprise - to employees,
resellers, suppliers and customers worldwide. Users simply direct
their browsers to a specified Web address, log in, and immediately
gain access to a complete set of templates specific to their role in
the planning process. Organisations can easily engage thousands in
the planning process, collecting data from managers and staff across
divisions and across geographies. Users work simultaneously, yet
retain rapid server response, because Contributor is optimised for
end-user performance. Contributor’s familiar spreadsheet look-and-
feel encourages high levels of participation and collaboration.

Integrating Contributor with Analyst allows the bottom-up
information collection component of Analyst to drive targets back
into the system for a continuous feedback loop, minimising the
multiple iterations and negotiations that can slow down - or even
shut down - the planning process.

Having achieved substantial return on investment and re-invented
existing budgeting, planning and forecasting processes within their
organisations, here’s what some of Inca’s customer have to say:

“The time taken to perform the annual budget has reduced by
around 43%. We can drill down into accurate figures and make and
track changes both top-down and bottom-up. The difference is
really amazing”
Antony Smithson, Financial Controller, Richmond Foods

“We can now provide a six month rolling forecast and are looking to
improve that ability to 15 months. It has completely changed our
forecasting and budget process for the better. Our business is more
streamlined, more cost-effective and we’re confident in our
projections to the shareholders and board”
James Craner, European Financial Controller, Baldor UK Ltd

Your final budget figures are needed
for tomorrow but as usual…
By Jayne Goodman, Inca Software

 



To make the budget realistic, a few conditions must be fulfilled:

• A detailed understanding by the management of the market

conditions

• A detailed understanding and acceptance by the sales organisation of

the vision, the business strategy and the annual plan.This is the difficult

part as it requires a great deal of time and senior management

involvement to achieve

• A relatively accurate sales forecast must have been prepared and

agreed

• In-depth negotiation of the detailed numbers (volumes and prices)

that will be reached line-by-line, so they can be challenging but

achievable

• The same process should also be followed for the cost part of the

budget

Only then will you have a budget that people can take ownership of.

The top-down approach certainly has its place, but not in a budget

environment. It is best used for the development of the annual and

five year business plans, which should form the framework for any

budgeting exercise.The top-down approach is also appropriate for

the setting up of individual or team objectives, appraisals and reward

management. Setting objectives within the annual operating plan

above a budget is acceptable as objectives should be a challenge but

a budget should reflect what is the most likely to happen.

On the other hand forecasts should always be prepared using the

bottom-up approach. Only then can any real forecasting accuracy be

achieved. For example, in a manufacturing organisation the sales and

revenue forecast was always done top-down only and the sales staff

on the ground were only on occasion asked for their input.This

resulted in annual profit warning and quarterly adjustments of the

forecast. However, had this organisation asked for bottom-up

forecasts from each of its sales units and representatives they would

have achieved a far more accurate picture.

Whether top-down or bottom-up approaches are chosen, staff

preparing and agreeing the budgets and forecasts are seldom

rewarded for the accuracy of their predictions. Often they are

rewarded for underachieving cost predictions or overachieving

revenue predictions but not for how accurate their forecasts were.

Because there is little or no reward mechanism for accuracy of

predictions in place, budgets and forecasts are often over or

underestimated.This can lead to an organisation as the one in the

example having to give out profit warnings to analysts and

shareholders. It also leads to staff losing faith in these mechanisms

and disregarding them, or even worse trying to use them to make

their own area look better.

Top-down v bottom-up
The different approaches to planning,
budgeting and forecasting
When it comes to predicting the future, which is what planning,

budgeting and forecasting really is about, a multitude of different

approaches have been tried over time. From reading tea leaves to

looking at a crystal ball, some of the techniques that have been

used in the past have proven unreliable.The pressure is high to use

an approach that will give both credibility and reliability to the

process.The way I have observed this process happening in the

petro-chemical industry is as follows:

• Through negotiation between the salesmen on the ground and their

management, integrating the overall short to medium term strategy,

budget sales volumes and prices are calculated

• From this all the production cost necessary to meet this demand are

derived

• All the corporate functions costs are calculated in parallel. This all

combines to form the overall budget

This very simplified approach of following bottom-up logic is a

‘text book’ way of performing the budgeting process. However,

once budget results were presented to senior management in the

petro-chemical organisation they were not happy, believing there

was not enough revenue and too much cost and gave an order to

increase revenue across the board by 15% and to reduce cost

across the board by 10%.These numbers were applied

mathematically to the budget, which was then finalised.

This example is not an isolated one. I have seen this technique

used in a multitude of places over the years. It is easy to see that

such an approach results in the following: a lack of ownership of

any of the numbers by the base; no realistic view of what will be

achieved during the period negating the purpose of the budget as

a controlling tool; and de-motivated people involved in the

delivery of the budget.

The budget is not, however, meant to be a motivational tool. It is

there to be used as a controlling mechanism and as a tool for

management at all levels to understand where they are. It needs

to be as close to reality as possible. Manipulating it by changing the

numbers at the end just guarantees that the different stakeholders

will not trust it.This is why the bottom-up approach is the best for

the budgeting exercise.The issue is then to guarantee that the

numbers for revenue are just and challenging.This will be done by

greater negotiation between the sales people and the

management.
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4 6
Checkl ist  for ensur ing a l ignment between sa les sta f f , senior management and f inance

Do
Put a budgeting and forecasting process in place where input is

requested from sales staff and a review of the budget/forecast

takes place every quarter.

Personalise budgets – staff members should get their own

budgets/forecasts per year.This will ensure they take greater

ownership of the figures.

Introduce reward mechanisms for sales managers and staff for

accuracy of forecasting predictions as part of their balanced

scorecard/objectives – e.g. self service view on how each staff

member is doing against their predictions.

Automate the budgeting and forecasting process for staff as much

as possible so that they do not have to spend weeks coming up

with a good estimate.

Ensure that budgets and forecasts are reviewed on a periodic

basis throughout the year to ensure staff see the value of the

exercise and feel responsible for their own contributions.

Don’t
Assume that managers will gather the required input from their

staff – some will and some won’t.

Keep budgets/forecasts on department level – individuals will

not feel responsible for their role in achieving the figures.

Assume it will all work out if sales staff ’s objectives reflect

forecasted sales figures estimated by their managers. If staff have

not been involved there is no ownership.

Implement a paper-based process.This will lead to some staff

not completing the budget/forecasting forms, others ‘putting a

finger in the air’ and the remainder spending too much time in

providing input.

Just engage staff in budgeting and forecasting once a year – this

will disengage staff from the process.

strategic plan and the budget numerous organisations do not take

country specifics sufficiently into account. For example, both Laura

Ashley and M&S did not take into account it would take years to

make a profit from their foray into Europe, years they did not have.

To make a multi-country budgeting, forecasting and planning process

even more challenging, a large number of organisations use different

budgeting, forecasting and planning systems and tools in each

country, which in turn use different data structures and standards.

This lack of standardisation and common systems results in

accountants and managers spending considerable time and money

each year to produce a “coherent” budget, forecast and annual plan.

The lack of common systems and processes also prevent a detailed

analysis and audit trail between the consolidated budget and the

individual country budgets.

Just take headcount as an example. Accountants pulling together the

consolidated global budget spend large amounts of time each year

trying to match up the different headcount budgets. Although this

should be one of the easiest figures to provide, it is usually one of

the most difficult to consolidate globally.The reason being that each

country is often structured differently with varying categorisation of

roles and in some cases country regulatory bodies require

headcount statistics split into specific categories which are very

We would therefore recommend that an organisation carefully

considers its planning, budgeting and forecasting processes, not just

in terms of whether they take a top-down or bottom approach, or

a combination of both, but also in terms of how the results of these

processes are measured and rewarded.

Budgeting, forecasting and planning
internationally 
While drawing up budgets, forecasts and plans is challenging for any

organisation in one country it is even more so for multinationals.

Not only do organisations have to overcome language and cultural

differences but also differing exchange rates, economic situations

and business environments are additional challenges, to name a few.

Due to language and cultural differences, very clear and

comprehensive guidelines should be published and distributed to all

managers involved in the budgeting, forecasting and planning

processes. Usually budget forms and instructions are provided to

the countries but these are often open to interpretation and

misunderstanding.

What multinationals often overlook, especially during the sales

forecasting process, are the different economic environments the

country subsidiaries are operating in. Even when drawing up the
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substantial benefits. During the budget preparation however, no

one matched up the country project against the European project.

Only eight months later during a country leaders meeting the

organisation’s senior management noticed that all these country

supply chain initiatives were duplicating the European initiative.

Resources, which would have accelerated the European initiative,

tied up the very limited country initiatives.The benefits had been

double counted between country initiatives and the European

project and the costs already incurred were far outweighing the

benefits.

Various important steps had not been included in this

organisation's budgeting process. Firstly, no clear guidelines were

published for the budgeting process; secondly, the organisation had

failed to clearly communicate the strategic focus for the coming

year, including the European-wide projects and the detailed scope

of these projects.Thirdly and finally, the organisation did not follow

up with the country heads as to what was behind the “supply

chain” initiatives mentioned in their budgets.

different from the centrally requested ones. One interesting issue

I recently came across was a German organisation unsuccessfully

trying to map staff to headcount budget categories required by

the central finance team. In a number of European countries,

operational staff were performing several roles, none of them full-

time, for example as an assistant accountant, secretary to a

manager and purchasing assistant.The organisation in question

split their headcount budget into departmental categories which

resulted in one person being counted three times as she worked

for three different departments.

Another key challenge is to spot similar projects being budgeted

for in several countries. Often the descriptions for these projects

are not detailed enough for the accountant consolidating the

country budgets to spot the similarities and synergy potential.

For example, several country budgets for a European

manufacturing client included a reference to projects to improve

supply chain efficiency.These projects were expected to yield

substantial benefits for each country.The organisation had also

started a European supply chain project, again expecting

4 6
Internat iona l  budget ing , forecast ing and p lanning checkl i s t

Do
Clearly articulate and explain next years’ objectives and targets

and the assumptions behind these.

Provide clear and understandable guidelines that take country-

specific issues into account.

Standardise budgeting, forecasting and planning data structures,

processes and systems. If your organisational units do not have the

right structures and tools in place to support the budgeting

process, you will not get a meaningful budget.

Ensure that any budget category mappings (such as headcount)

are done and agreed well before the budget cycle commences.

Publish a list of global projects and their descriptions and ask

countries for their contributions. Also ensure that any benefits are

allocated on a country level not just on a global level.

Aim to convene a budget read-across between countries using

current forums such as the annual finance managers meeting (if

this exists).

Don’t
State single line objectives and the margins to be achieved.

Forget language and cultural differences. People will interpret

words differently dependent on what cultural and linguistic

environment they come from.

Avoid the investment into standard processes in this area. It is

one of the vital finance processes and can, if wrong, result in the

business failing.

Avoid the development and planning effort up front.This is a

one-off exercise and will save a lot of hassle and effort at

consolidation.

Assume that potential combinable projects will show up during

budget consolidation. Some of them will, but most of them will

not.

Assume that everything can be done on paper and via e-mail.

Although there is an expense when global/European staff meet,

the payback is usually higher than the expense.
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• A lack of control over budgets in future years. Everything was set in

the annual budget round thereby limiting the value of longer-term

plans at local level

• Governmental bodies cannot generally borrow funds commercially,

so the possibilities for flexing budgets over periods to meet longer-

term goals was limited

The actual detail of budget preparation will clearly differ across

public bodies with some utilising zero-based budgets which are

iteratively prepared as part of a funding case to their department;

other bodies may flex the prior year's budgets.The departments

and Treasury will negotiate budgets with the departments

naturally seeking to maximise funding and the Treasury seeking to

maximise the benefit to cost (value) against its overall public

spending constraints.

Over the last few years, a drive to move public sector accounting

and financing towards the same standards and principles as the

private sector, these factors include:

• A move towards resource accounting, recognising working capital

liabilities across the financial year end

• Increasing use of long-term PFI deals that require departments to

understand their funding over longer periods. Some of these deals

are quite complex and need careful monitoring to understand the

cash implications on the department

• The government has introduced 3 year spending rounds to

introduce more stability into departmental budgets, these have also

been allied to longer term efficiency targets, especially as part of

the Gershon efficiency review and require public bodies to look at

their longer term cash requirements

These changes have all increased the importance of forecasting

and planning within the public sector, departments can gain value

from monitoring expenditure across longer periods and the

private finance initiative in particular allows departments to fund

capital projects over their useful economic life rather than

through cash in the year.

While public bodies are now utilising long-term plans which link

to their budgets and indeed contain quite strict budgetary control

processes, a fully integrated budget-forecast-plan process seems

to be quite limited.

Many smaller public bodies have quite limited access to

technology; small-scale finance systems are used with very simple

budgeting capabilities that are supplemented with spreadsheet

models, leading to a number of patterns emerging.

Although this article is focused on international issues around

budgeting, forecasting and planning, any organisation with a number

of distinct business units will experience similar issues.The national

language will be the same, but often each business unit has

developed its own culture and jargon, which should not be ignored.

Business practices and supporting IT systems are often different

across business units.

Successful international budgeting, forecasting and planning requires

a major one off preparation and set up effort and then each year a

significant effort up front to ensure each country is given the right

level of guidance to complete a “compliant” budget, forecast and

plan.

Budgeting, forecasting and planning
in the public sector 
The public sector is materially and structurally different to the

private sector in terms of its objectives, the levels at which authority

is available, and most of all the susceptibility of priorities shifting

outside of an individual organisation’s control as a result of shifting

political objectives.

Within the public sector environment, the level of control over short

and medium terms costs has also decreased.The increased use of

outsourced contractors and private bodies to perform services often

legally fixes swathes of cash outflows often for a considerable number

of years (medium to long term). In addition, the main cost within

most government bodies, wage costs of civil servants and temporary

staff are essentially fixed over the short term.

Historically the public sector engaged in cash accounting on an

annual basis, this led to a number of features common to the

budgeting, forecasting and planning process. Annual budgets were

the important control and funding mechanism and formed part of

large negotiation exercises starting with individual operational units,

up through their departments to the Treasury.The use of forecasting

and longer term planning has been limited at departmental level and

below for the following reasons:

• A government wide focus on the current year, combined with a “use it

or lose it” approach means that departments are concerned with

ensuring they meet their spending plans for the year. Under spend in

particular is frowned upon

• Departments are usually cash constrained in the sense that their

public service priorities can generally absorb more cash than provided

by the Treasury and their focus is on maximising the services that they

can provide for the funding provided
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Efficiency targets within the public sector have often taken the

form of budget reductions, sometimes set against specific

operational targets.This form of efficiency target can sometimes

improve efficiencies but often simply changes the rationing choice

i.e. where the spending is allocated.

The current efficiency review announced by the Chancellor also

focuses on a full spectrum of performance targets using private

sector benchmarks where applicable, especially generic back office

functions such as Finance, HR & Procurement. In addition to

achieving specific budget cuts, there is an ongoing intent to

generate process efficiency within government.

The impact of the efficiency review is that public bodies really

need to understand how their costs are driven if they are to be

able to deliver cost savings while still meeting a broad spectrum

of efficiency measures.

Forecasting and Planning in public bodies must take a greater

importance, meeting long term targets will be as important as

meeting current budget constraints. But to meet some of the

long term targets will require complex forecasting models that

can simulate the organisation's activities and enable plans to be

developed that can genuinely meet the government’s efficiency

targets.

• Forecasts are often specific, used to understand cash-flows from

major projects rather than to bring together plans and budgets

• Budgets tend to be limited to cost centre levels (organisational

units) and perhaps to major contracts rather than to projects and

operational activities. For example, major contracts will have their

own management departments that produce continual forecasts of

contract expenditure, but this may be separated from the general

finance forecasting activities

• In some departments we have observed budgets being continually

revised on a monthly basis, this is done so that operational

managers understand what is required to hit target at year-end.

The finance department sometimes revises budgets to fulfil part of

the budgeting and the forecasting role and in doing so they are

focusing on the need not to under spend its budget by making sure

that the budget forward shows the budget manager what they

need to do to meet target

The future of public sector budgeting,
forecasting and planning 
Possibly the greatest issue for financial management for the future

of the public sector is the Gershon efficiency review, not because

of its desire to reduce central government expenditure but

because of the route it is taking to achieve these targets.
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